
Student 

Action Taken based on the analysis report of the feedback 

received from Stakeholders on the Syllabus and its transaction 

Despite being affiliated with BCU, the college introduced additional courses 

RV Educational Institutions 

in Emerging technologies to address potential gaps. 

effectiveness. 

SSMRV College 

The use of ICT-enabled classrooms has been expanded to maximize its 

process. 

Students are actively encouraged and supported in presenting and 
publishing papers, with some already achieving publication. 

Measures have been implemented to ensure fairness in the assessment 

Faculty Members 

Ongoing efforts to enhance the overall effectiveness of faculty members 
are being pursued in response to student feedback. 

" Implementation of peer teaching and remedial coaching has been 
introduced to support slow learners. 

" The continued use of ICT-enabled teaching methods by teachers. 
Recognizing the infrequency of syllabus revisions by the University (once in 
4-5 years), the College has introduced contemporary and job-oriented add 
on and certificate courses. 

Employer 

Faculty members representing the college at the Board of Studies (BOS) 
actively work to communicate and implement necessary changes. 

" Introduction of Personality Development and Communication courses to 
foster overall personality development among students. 



" Implementation of Emerging Technology courses aligning with industry 
requirements. 
Establishment of a Language Lab aimed at improving students' 
communication skills. 

Appointment of students as office bearers for 32 activity centers, 
ensuring collaborative teamwork to achieve common objectives. 

Alumni 

The College prioritizes alumni engagement, conducting regular alumni meets 
and interactions as an integral part of the academic endeavor. 
Establishment of various activity centers aimed at overall student 
improvement. 

The Training and Placement Centre actively utilizes its network for campus 
recruitment and collaborates with more companies to enhance placement 
opportunities. 

Introduction of regular add-on and certificate courses based on emerging 
technologies to provide students with relevant skills. 
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SSMRV College 
Google form Link from the Stakeholders on the Syllabus & its 

transaction  
 

Sl.No. Category Google form ink 

1. Students Feedback https://forms.gle/nBVGPi3eiAnBxgMW6  

2.  Faculty Members 
Feedback 

https://forms.gle/sgWASMv5HmXjbekH6  

3. Employer Feedback https://forms.gle/U4oPdVhCrTTevMDx7  

4. Alumnus Feedback https://forms.gle/zsGt9VVqwZKcmnqP9  
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